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Abstract—The number of reported bugs in large open source
projects is high and triaging these bugs is an important issue
in software maintenance. As a step in the bug triaging process,
assigning a new bug to the most appropriate developer to fix
it, is not only a time-consuming and tedious task. The triager,
the person who considers a bug and assigns it to a developer,
also needs to be aware of developer activities at diﬀerent parts
of the project. It is clear that only a few developers have this
ability to carry out this step of bug triaging. The main goal
of this paper is to suggest a new approach to the process of
performing automatic bug assignment. The information needed
to select the best developers to fix a new bug report is extracted
from the version control repository of the project. Unlike all the
previous suggested approaches which used Machine Learning
and Information Retrieval methods, this research employs the
Information Extraction (IE) methods to extract the information
from the software repositories. The proposed approach does not
use the information of the bug repository to make decisions about
bugs in order to obtain better results on projects which do not
have many fixed bugs. The aim of this research is to recommend
the actual fixers of the bugs. Using this approach, we achieved
62%, 43% and 41% accuracies on Eclipse, Mozilla and Gnome
projects, respectively.
Index Terms—Bug Assignment; Information Extraction;
Named Entity Recognition; File Activity Histories

I. Introduction
Debugging, as one of the significant steps of the Open
Source Software (OSS) development process, has a considerable eﬀect on the quality of the projects [1]. The speed of
the debugging and easy access for users to bug reports are
two important factors to consider in order to satisfy the users
of the OSS. Hence, open source projects usually use a Bug
Tracking System (BTS) to improve the debugging process. At
any time and from any where, users and developers can use
the BTS to report the problems which occurred on the project.
In addition, anyone can read about the bugs reported by others
and even add comments on the reports. The reported bugs and
other data about them, which are sent to the project through
the BTS, are stored in a Bug Repository (BR). Hence, there
is a lot of useful information in this repository which can be
used to improve the process of OSS development.
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BTS has improved the first step of the debugging process,
but the next steps (such as bug triaging) have a significant
influence on the quality of debugging. For example, making
decisions about the validation of bugs and assigning bugs to
an appropriate developer to fix them, take a lot of time [2]
and reduces the speed of the bug fixing process.
In addition, the high number of the reported bugs in large
open source projects (such as Eclipse and Mozilla) increases
the time of the bug triaging process and the cost of the projects.
Hence, it spurs research on improving diﬀerent aspects of the
bug triaging process (such as automatically identifying the
duplicate bugs [3], [4] and determining the quality of bugs
[5]).
Selecting the most appropriate developer to fix a new bug
report is one of the important stages in the bug triaging process
which has a significant eﬀect in decreasing the time taken
for the bug fixing process [2] and the cost of the projects
[6]. In traditional bug triage systems, a developer who is
dominant in all parts of the project as well as the activities
of the developers, plays the triager role in the project. The
triager reads a new bug report, makes a decision about the
bug, and then selects the most appropriate developer to fix
it. In huge projects, with attention to the large number of
developers and implemented changes in diﬀerent files of the
project, selecting an appropriate developer to fix a new bug
report through the traditional bug triage system is very timeconsuming and also imposes additional cost on the project [6].
For example, Eclipse has 239 active developers on January
2011 and 282 modified files on the Eclipse Platform project.
Hence, many researches have been done to make the traditional
bug assignment automatic [7], [6], [8], [9], [10].
Information about the activities which have been done on
diﬀerent parts of the project helps to make a more accurate
decision about a new bug report. The information on activities
performed on the project is recorded in various repositories
of the project (such as bug repository and version control
repository). Most of these repositories are written in textual
format but in this research, we use the Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and Information Extraction (IE) methods to

extract information from these software repositories. The rest
of this paper is organized as follows: Section Two describes the
needed background for underestanding the proposed approach
in this paper; Section Three contains the related works to our
research and Section Four explains the suggested approach.
The evaluation of each approache is described in Section Five
and the conclution is presented in Section Six.
II. Background
As mentioned in the introduction section, open source
projects usually use bug tracking systems to accelerate and
simplify the bug reporting process. The reported bugs are
stored in the bug repository. There are various bug repositories
which are used in open source development projects, such as
Bugzilla, JIRA and GNATS. Despite some diﬀerences among
these repositories, the fundamental structure of all of them
is similar. To implemente our proposed approach, Bugzilla is
selected as a case study. Therefore, the bug report structure
which is described in this section is based on the structure of
bugs in a Bugzilla repository.
A bug report contains various fields which consist of
diﬀerent information about the bug report and the problem
or issue described in the bug report. The first category of
these fields contains the predefined fields that are filled as
a bug report is created. Some fields in this category are not
susceptible to change during the bug life-cycle (such as ID,
Reported and Product) and some others may be changed (such
as Status, Assigned to, and Modified). The second category in
the bug report contains textual fields (for example, Summary
and Description) that describe the problem or issue. These
fields have a significant role in resolving the reported problem.
The last category includes the additional information about the
problem, such as the files attached to the bug report that can
help the fixer to understand the problem more accurately and
quickly. Moreover, the other users and developers can add
comments to the bug report. Fig 1 shows an instance of a bug
report which has been reported to the Mozilla project.
The project developers who have permission to change the
source code are able to directly check the changes in main
source code and allow the other users and developers to
access the last version of the source code. A commit refers to
the latest submited changes of the source code and includes
various information about these changes (such as developer
ID, date and message). This information is recorded in the
log of the Version Control System (VCS) [11]. Fig 2 shows
an instance of commits which have been stored in the CVS
log of Eclipse.
III. Related work
Previous approaches for improving bug report assignment
fall into two main categories. The approaches in the first category use Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to recommend
appropriate developers to fix a new bug report. The approaches
in the second category employ a combination of Information
Retrieval (IR) and ML methods.

Fig. 1.

An Instance of a reported bug in the Mozilla Project

Fig. 2.

An Instance of CVS log of the Eclipse project

Cubranic and Murphy [7] approached the automatic bug
assignment system as a text classification problem. They used
the Bayesian learning method to classify the training set and
to find the similarities among these classes in order to create a
new bug report. Anvik et al. [6], [12] extended the approach of
Cubranic and Murphy and evaluated the performance of various ML algorithms on bug assignment problems.The results
showed that Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm has the
best performance on automatic bug assignment. Hence, They
used the SVM algorithm as a text classifier. Their approach
recommended a list of developers who may be able to fix the

bug.
Shokripour et al. [13] used the SVM algorithm to determine
the location of a new bug in the source code. The most
appropriate developer to fix the bug is selected based on
the activities of the developers on the determined location
of the bug in the source code. Nasim et al. [14] used Alphabet Frequency Matrix (AFM) to improve the classifying
of change requests based on the developers of project. They
apply machine learning on classes which are achieved from
AFM classification for recommending the most appropriate
developers for fixing a new bug.
Bhattacharya et al. [15] used the combination of machine
learning tools and probabilistic graph-based model to predicting the most appropriate developer for fixing a new bug.
they investigated the results of the various classifier algorithms
on diﬀerent projects. Their results showed that based on the
quality of the bug reports of each project, each classifier can
be useful for classifying the textual data of a specific project
and selecting a classifier for all projects is not possible.
Kagdi et al.[16] recommended an approach based on this
rule that each developer who has most contributed changes on
a file in past is most appropriate developer for fixing a new
bug of that file. Thay measured three paprameters of commit
contribution, the most recent activity date, and the number of
active workdays for selecting the best developer for fixing a
new bug of a specific file.
Canfora and Cerulo [9] used the existing information contained in the comments on the CVS and the description of the
bug reports to select the most appropriate developer to fix a
bug. In their approach, indexing of the developers is done by
using the description of the stored bugs in the bug repository
as the documents of an information retrieval system.
Ahsan et al. [17] suggested an approach based on both
IR methods and the SVM algorithm. In this approach, they
extract the keywords of the fixed bugs and create a Term Document Matrix (TDM). They use Term Frequency and Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) for indexing. In addition, they
exploit the features selection method and the Latent Semantic
Indexing (LSI) method to reduce the dimension of the TDM
matrix.
Baysal et al. [8] applied preference elicitation techniques
to select the best developer to fix a new bug. They presented
a framework for automatic bug assignment. This framework
determines the levels of the expertise of the developers which
they gained from previously fixing bugs. They use the vector
space model to extract information from the summary, description and comments on the bugs. The TF-IDF weighting
scheme is used to assign the higher weights to the most
important words. Their innovative step to increase the recall
of this proposed framework is using the preference elicitation
methods to determine the preference of the developers. They
suggest adding a new field to the bug report for determining
the preference of developers about a bug after fixing it. Finally,
the framework uses the information on expertise levels and
the developer’s preferences to assign a new bug to the most
appropriate developer.

Unlike all the proposed approaches to automatic bug assignment that used the summary and description of previously
fixed bug reports to extract information and make a decision
about the new bug reports, Matter et al. [10] determined the
expertise of the developers based on the vocabularies which
have been used in source code. The extracted vocabularies
from source code are compared with extracted vocabularies
from a new bug report and then the appropriate developers are
determined. Their approach uses information retrieval methods
to weigh and determine the relationships between the extracted
vocabularies.
Kagdi et al. [18], [19] used an IR-based concept location
technique to recommend the most appropriate developers to fix
a new change request. They used this technique to establish the
relationship between the reported bug and the source code of
the project. After determining the site of the bug in the source
code of the project by using the concept location technique, the
most appropriate developers to fix the bug are recommended
based on the location of the bug in the source code.
Servant and Jones [20] recommended a automatic bug
assignment system that recommends the fixer for determined
fault by failing test case based on the lines of code that should
to change for fixing the fault. They used the fault localization
methods and history mining methods for predicting the lines
code that should to change for fixing the fault and selecting
the most appropriate developer who bug should to be assigned
her.
Tamrawi et al. [21] presented a new approach based on
fuzzy set-based modeling of bug-fixing expertise of developers. They used the extracted terms from previous bug reports
which have been fixed by each developer of project for
calculating the membership function of developer in fuzzy set.
For a new bug report, its terms are extracted and corresponding
fuzzy sets are unioned. Potential fixers will be recommended
based on their membership scores in the unioned fuzzy set.
IV. The proposed method
Most of the suggested approaches to automatic bug assignment used machine learning and information retrieval
techniques to recommend one or more appropriate developers
to fix a new bug. Moreover, a majority of these approaches
used the previously fixed bugs to extract desired information to
select the fixer for a new bug. While recognizing the fact that
enough instances are required to train the machine learning
algorithm to learn, the number of the bugs which are selected
as a training set has a significant role in the accuracy of the
approaches. Hence, the accuracy of the methods which used
ML methods depends on the number of the previously fixed
bugs in a project. Therefore, these approaches did not give
good results on projects which have a few number of fixed
bugs. For example, Anvik et al. in [12] mentioned that the
GCC project was too small and that was one of the reasons
which caused the poor results of their suggested approach to
the GCC project.
The goal of this research is to use NLP and IE methods to
extract suitable information in order to make decisions about

TABLE I
Sample of common phrases between the bug reports and commits
Bug ID
143073

137091

Common
phrase
Occurrences
in File

Occurrences
shortcut

Commit File
org.eclipse.jdt.ui/ui/org/eclipse
/jdt/internal/ui/actions/
OccurrencesSearchMenuAction.java
org.eclipse.jdt.ui/ui/org/eclipse
/jdt/ internal/ui/javaeditor/
BasicJavaEditorActionContributor.java

Revision
1.2

1.32

the new bug reports. In addition, the proposed method in this
paper uses the existing information contained in the messages
of the commits. Our approach does not depend on the number
of the previously fixed bugs and can be used on small and
new projects.
A study of the bug reports and commits showed that there
are many similar phrases in the bug reports and messages
which were written for each commit of the project. Some of
these phrases can be used to link a bug report to a specific
commit. We use this fact to recommend a developer to fix a
bug.
There are too many similarities between the existing phrases
in the bug reports and the messages of the commits. We use
the term ’phrase composition’ to refer to the combination of
the phrase plus the phrases which are concatenated to each
other by a preposition. For example, the phrase ”preference
page code snippet” plus the concatenated phrase ”for options
related to type arguments” gives ”preference page code snippet
for options related to type arguments” which is referred to,
in this paper, as a ’phrase composition’. We use the phrase
composition, to extract the relationships between bug reports
and commits. Therefore, the entities that we should extract in
this research are all existing phrase compositions in the bug
reports and messages of the commits. The phrase compositions
help to determine the relationships accurately. For example,
the first and second rows of TableI show two diﬀerent phrase
compositions in which the first words are similar but the
phrases belong to two diﬀerent relationships between bugs and
commits.
In this research, the appropriate developers to fix a new bug
are selected based on the location of the bug. In the first step,
the location of the bug (the file which should be changed to fix
the bug) is determined, and in the second step the developer
is recommended based on the activities which have been done
on the suggested file as the location of bug.
A. Using Automatic Bug Localization
When a developer checks the changes in the version control
repository, the useful information in commit (for example, developer ID, the changed file(s), date of commit and message of
commit) is stored in the Log of the version control repository.
In this research, we use the messages of commits to determine
the location of new bugs. The process of determining the
location of a new bug involves the following steps:
• Move all commits data from VCS log to the database.

Determine the phrase compositions which have been used
in comments of the commits.
• Extract the phrase compositions which have been used in
Summary and Description fields of the bug report.
• Determine the similarity between the phrase compositions
of the commits and the bug report.
• Recommend the files of the commits which have the most
similar phrase compositions with bug report as location
of the bug.
Some of these steps are described in the following pages.
1) Extract phrase compositions from comments: In this
step, we need a method that has the ability of identifying
the phrase compositions from the text documents. Information
Extraction technique provides this facility in Named Entity
Recognition (NER). If the phrase compositions are considered
as the entities of the documents, we can extract them by
using NER methods. These methods use Natural Language
Processing technique (NLP) to decompose the text to its
elements and then use the results of the NLP to extract the
desired information. There are some frameworks that provide
tools for NLP and IE methods (such as UIMA1 , GATE 2 ,
OpenNLP3 and INTEX/UNITEX/NooJ4 ). In this research, we
use Gate framework which provides various tools for NLP and
IE methods.
To extract the desired entity from a text, the text should first
be decomposed. In this research, the ANNIE Sentence Splitter
is used to split the sentences of the text and then the sentences
are further split into tokens, such as numbers and punctuation,
by using Annie English Tokeniser. In the third step, the tokens
are labeled with tags of the part-of-speech. In this research,
ANNIE POS Tagger is used to assign the part-of-speech tags
to the elements of the sentences. These steps are known as
preprocessing steps [22] which prepare the text to extract information by IE methods. The goal of this research is to extract
the phrase compositions as the entities of the text. Hence, we
use NER methods to extract these entities from messages of
commits and bug reports. In this step, we use ANNIE NE
Transducer which is one of the rule-based tools of NER. This
tool uses Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) language
to define the templates based on which the entities should be
extracted. The desired entities in this research are the phrase
compositions and the phrases which are located between two
quotations. We name these phrases ”quotation-phrase”. For
example, in the Eclipse case study, ”link” appeared in the
messages of 301 commits, but ”link with editor” only appeared
in five commits. Thus, when ”with editor” is added to ”link”,
it changes this word to a special phrase composition which
helps us to determine the related commits to the bug into
which this composition was used. The aim of this part of the
•

1

http://uima.apache.org/

2

http://gate.ac.uk/

3

http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/index.html

4

http://intex.univ-fcomte.fr/

research is to determine the location of the bug in the project.
In other words, we want to determine the files that should
be changed to fix the bug. The file in which changes were
done by commit is recorded in the log. Hence, the extracted
phrase compositions from the message of the commit can be
considered as phrase compositions of commit’s file. Indeed, we
determine the similarity between the phrase compositions of
the bugs and files of the commits. Furthermore, we extract the
phrases which are located between two quotations (quotationphrase). This is because developers and users usually put the
phrase between two quotations to emphasise on a phrase which
has special importance. Therefore, in this step, we extract all
phrase compositions and quotation-phrases for all files of the
project.
2) Link a new bug report to appropriate file: After extracting the phrase compositions and quotation-phrases from messages, the same process should be done on a new bug report for
which we want to recommend the most appropriate developer
to fix. The extracted phrase compositions from commits and
the new bug report are compared and the amount of similarities
between each file of the project and the bug was determined.
The files that have more similar phrase compositions with
the new bug report are recommended as the more probable
locations of the bug. The quotation-phrases have a significant
role in determining the similarities between files and bugs. For
example, using the quotation-phrases improved the accuracy
to 17% on the Mozilla project. Hence, unlike each common
phrase composition between file and bug which is counted as
one relationship, each common quotation-phrase is counted as
two relationships between bug and file. The investigation of
recommending diﬀerent number of files for a new bug report
(as predicted locations of bug) showed that there are three
cases for recommended files:
1) The recommended file is the actual file of the bug.
2) The recommended file is indirectly related to the actual
file of the bug.
3) The recommended file does not have any relationship
with the actual file of the bug.
The relationship between the first and third cases with desired
the results of predicting the location of the bug is obvious.
Investigation of the recommended files for the bug reports
showed that many of the recommended files have common
commits with the actual files of the bugs. It means that
in the past, a developer worked on the recommended file
and the actual file of the bug at the same time. Therefore,
the recommended file and the actual file of the bug have
a relationship with each other. The minimum relationship
between these files which have a common commit is that these
files are located in a same path of the project and some of them
are located in a same package of the project. For example, in
recommending three files for each bug of the Eclipse project,
56% of the recommended files had common commits with
actual files of the bugs and 43% of these files were located in
a same path of the actual files of the bugs. This relationship
helps to recommend the most appropriate developer to fix a

bug. For example, in 40% of recommended files which have
common commits with actual files of the bugs, the developers
of the recommended files are actual fixers of bugs.
B. Developer Recommendation
In this step, we recommend a developer based on the
recommended files (predicted locations of bug) for the bug
report. The most appropriate developer to fix a bug is selected
according to the activity histories of developers on files of the
project [13]. In our research, the activities of the developers
on projects are divided into two categories: (1) development
activities, and (2) bug-fixing activities. Development activities
are all activities which have been done to develop the project
(development-based), and bug-fixing activity histories only
contain the bug-fixing activities (bug-fixing-based). In this
research, we want to select a fixer for the bugs, so bug-fixing
activities have a significant influence over decision-making.
Hence, the first category contains all the activities of the
developers (including development and bug-fixing activities)
and the second category only contains the bug-fixing activities.
We extracted the development and bug-fixing activity histories
and used these histories to recommend the fixer to fix the new
bugs.
The second important factor in creating the activity histories
is the criterion of selecting the activities of the history. This
criterion can be a specific number of the activities or the activities of a specific period time [12]. There is the probability that
in diﬀerent period times, developers change their activities. For
example, a developer changes the component on which he/she
has worked until now or does not continue his/her contribution
to the project. Selecting a suitable number of activities which
contains enough information to make decisions about the
activities of the developers is a complex process and needs
many trials and errors to find the best number of activities.
Therefore, our criterion for selecting the developer activities
is the time interval. Investigation of diﬀerent time intervals
on diﬀerent projects showed that the interval of eight months
is the most appropriate interval to create activity histories for
each bug report. Therefore, to create activity histories for each
new bug we use the activities which were done in the last eight
months from the bug report date. Fig 3 shows the relationships
of diﬀerent intervals and achieved accuracies on the Eclipse
project.
V. Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our approach we use the
standard measure of recall. Recall measures how many of the
developers who may be appropriate to resolve the problem are
actually recommended.
We evaluated our suggested approach on three favorite open
source projects: Eclipse, Mozilla and Gnome. We used the
CVS commits which had been checked in the version control
repositories of the Eclipse and Mozilla projects before December 2006 and January 2007 respectively and we also used
SVN commits of the Gnome project which had been checked
in before October 2008. We did not use all existing commits

Fig. 3. The achieved accuracies from testing diﬀerent intervals to create
activity histories

Fig. 4. Achieved accuracies on Eclipse project on recommending diﬀerent
number of developers for Development-based and Bug-Fixing-based cases

in repositories because we should analyze the commits of each
file of the project from the time of creation of the file. Hence,
to prevent the problem of having too huge a data set, we
did not use all existing commits in the repositories. We used
35140, 9917 and 119176 commit logs to evaluate our approach
on Eclipse, Mozilla and Gnome projects, respectively.
Some of the extracted phrase compositions from messages
of the commits are not useful data and they lessen the accuracy
of results. For example, ”mozilla” is a word which is repeated
in many commits and bugs of the Mozilla project. Hence,
this word does not help to link a new bug to files of the
project. In order to improve the results, these phrases and
phrase compositions should be removed from the extracted
data.
As mentioned in the previous sections, we used the phrase
compositions which had been used in the messages of commits
to determine the location of the bugs and select the developer
to fix them. In this research, the number of recommended files
is equal to the number of recommended developers because the
most active developer of the file is the recommended developer
for the bug. We evaluated recall for recommending diﬀerent
numbers of developers to fix a new bug report on the Eclipse,
Mozilla and Gnome projects (Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
The evaluation of using development and bug-fixing activity
histories on the Eclipse, Mozilla and Gnome projects showed
that using development history on the Eclipse and Mozilla
projects leads to better results than using bug-fixing activity

Fig. 5. Achieved accuracies on Mozilla project on recommending diﬀerent
number of developers for Development-based and Bug-Fixing-based cases

Fig. 6. Achieved accuracies on Gnome project on recommending diﬀerent
number of developers for Development-based and Bug-Fixing-based cases

histories (Fig 4 and Fig 5), and on the Gnome project using
bug-fixing activity histories is more appropriate (Fig 6).
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new approach to automatic bug
assignment based on Information Extraction methods. Unlike
most previous suggested methods, the presented approach in
this paper only uses the messages of commits to recommend
the most appropriate developer to fix a new bug. Therefore,
it does not have the limitation of the previous approaches
which need a minimum number of fixed bugs to train the
ML methods. Our approach uses rule-based entity extraction
method to identify the phrases which help to determine the
location of the bugs in a project and then, according to the
recommended location for the bug, the best developers to
fix the bug are suggested. The main aim of this research is
to recommend the most appropriate developer to fix a new
bug (actual fixer) and according to this goal, we reached a
recall level of 62%, 43% and 41% on the Eclipse, Mozilla
and Gnome projects respectively when we recommended three
developers for each bug.
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